Your Results are divided by their **Content Type**:
- **Academic Journals** are scholarly publications
- **Magazines** are magazines/journals for a general audience
- **Books** are reference-type sources
- **News** is for newspapers, newswires, and newsletters
- **Images** is where you’ll find photos, illustrations, cartoons, infographics, etc.
- **Videos** provides video clips from various sources; some may contain broadcast transcripts.
- **Audio** provides podcasts; some may contain broadcast transcripts.

The **Analyze Topic Finder** offers a visual look at your search results. It is a useful way to quickly scan results by popular key terms. It’s also a great way to find new connections between your topic and others.

**Create Search Alert** allows you to be notified when new articles are added to **General OneFile** that match your search via e-mail or RSS feed.

**Narrow Your Results**: Use the **Plus sign** to expand your choices:
- **Full Text** limits to only article with text
- **Peer Reviewed Journals** limits to peer-reviewed (or refereed) sources
- **Contains images** limits to documents with embedded images and PDF scanned pages
- **Library Holdings** limits to sources in your library’s collection
- **Publication Dates** lets you adjust the date range of your search results
- **Subjects** lists subject headings for the documents in your search result and can help focus your research
- **Document Types** describe the type of articles listed; these can help you find more specific types of documents like **Interviews**
- **Publication Titles** lists the sources of your results
- **Lexile Score** limits to articles within a Lexile score range